Transforming Judicial Education Statewide

Largest Individual Gift in History of Law School Establishes the Thomas R. Kline Center for Judicial Education
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Largest Individual Gift in History of Law School Will Transform Judicial Education Statewide

FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND INITIATIVE FUNDED BY ESTEEMED ALUMNUS THOMAS R. KLINE PAIRS DUQUESNE AND PA LAW SCHOOLS WITH COURTS
Prominent judges, attorneys and alumni joined Duquesne University President Ken Gormley as he announced the largest individual gift in its law school’s history—$7.5 million to establish the “Thomas R. Kline Center for Judicial Education” this summer.

The gift will enable Duquesne’s School of Law to create the first-of-its-kind program in the nation. To be conducted in conjunction with the Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts, under the auspices of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, the program will coordinate with deans and law scholars at Pennsylvania’s nine law schools to establish an innovative, high-level curriculum of courses and seminars for the state’s more than 600 trial and appellate judges.

“It gives me great pride to help establish the Kline Center for Judicial Education, which for me personally is the intersection of my pride in my alma mater, my commitment to legal education, my respect for the judicial process and the need for the highest standards for lawyers and judges,” said Thomas R. Kline, a prominent 1978 Duquesne Law School alumnus and founding partner of the law firm Kline & Specter, PC, and one of the state’s most successful trial attorneys.

“There could be no better place in America for this unique model for judicial education and research to be established than at Duquesne University School of Law, which has a historic commitment to public service and an unparalleled alumni list of distinguished trial and appellate judges who have served the commonwealth and the nation.”

In announcing the gift, Gormley stated, “The creation of the Thomas R. Kline Center for Judicial Education, in partnership with the Pennsylvania courts, and in collaboration with other law schools, is the first of its kind in the nation. We
• the largest individual gift in the School of Law’s history—$7.5 million

• the gift will enable Duquesne’s School of Law to create the first-of-its-kind program in the nation

• the program will coordinate with deans and law scholars at Pennsylvania’s nine law schools

• innovative, high-level curriculum of courses and seminars for the state’s more than 600 trial and appellate judges

expect it to become a national model for judicial education in a new era.”

Gormley added, “We will draw on expertise not only from legal scholars, but also from experts in science, psychology, health sciences, ethics and other areas necessary for sophisticated judicial decision-making, utilizing talent from universities across Pennsylvania. We are deeply appreciative to our alumnus Tom Kline, who has been committed throughout his career to the highest possible level of legal education in our commonwealth, and has stepped up to support his alma mater with this history-making gift to create the Center. We are also appreciative that Chief Justice Thomas Saylor, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, and the Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts, have collaborated with Duquesne University to create this historic partnership to further advance the system of justice in our commonwealth. It is a truly exciting moment for Duquesne Law School. We are honored to lead this important initiative.”

The Kline Center will also work with the deans and legal scholars at all nine law schools in Pennsylvania (including Duquesne’s School of Law) to create a statewide network designed to provide an innovative, high-level judicial education to more than 600 Pennsylvania jurists across the state.

“Our goal is to assure that judicial officers in Pennsylvania have the requisite skills and knowledge to fulfill their judicial responsibilities with integrity, adherence to the rule of law, and the highest standards of ethical behavior;” said Chief Justice of Pennsylvania Thomas G. Saylor. “The Supreme Court’s ongoing continuing judicial education efforts are paramount to achieving this goal. We are grateful to Duquesne University for partnering with us, and indeed, to all the law schools for their anticipated involvement in this most important undertaking.”

The Thomas R. Kline Center for Judicial Education will be housed at Duquesne University School of Law. A search for an executive director is underway, with a goal of working with the Judicial Education Department of the Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts to begin delivering courses in 2018.

“We are thrilled that Duquesne University School of Law has been given this extraordinary opportunity to facilitate public service of the judicial branch in our commonwealth at the very highest level,” said Dean Maureen Lally-Green, who previously served as a judge on the Superior Court of Pennsylvania for 11 years. “The Kline Center will provide an invaluable learning opportunity for our faculty and students as they assist in the great work of the Center. We express our deep thanks to our distinguished alum Tom Kline, and to the Pennsylvania Courts, for proposing this important position of trust in Duquesne’s Law School.”

INTERIM DIRECTOR NAMED

Attorney Joy G. McNally has been named interim director of the newly established Thomas R. Kline Center for Judicial Education of Duquesne University School of Law.

McNally has had the distinction of serving under several of Pennsylvania’s most distinguished jurists. She served as a law clerk to the late Pennsylvania Supreme Court Chief Justice Ralph J. Cappy, as well as to former Chief Justice Ronald D. Castille and current Justice Debra M. Todd. Additionally, she clerked for Judge Maureen E. Lally-Green (now Duquesne law school dean) on the Superior Court of Pennsylvania, and (earlier in her career) for the late Judge Carol Los Mansmann on the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.

“I am thrilled that Joy McNally has agreed to devote her considerable talents to ensuring that the Kline Center gets off to a strong start,” said President Ken Gormley. “She brings to this job nearly two decades’ worth of experience working with the Pennsylvania appellate courts.”

Prior to her clerkships in state and federal court, McNally practiced law for 10 years at the firms of Cindrich & Titus, Cohen and Grigsby and Buchanan Ingersoll.

McNally earned a Juris Doctor, magna cum laude, in 1983 from the University of Pittsburgh. She earned both an M.A. in special education and a B.S. in psychology from the University of Pittsburgh.